
SPECIFICATION DRAINAGE

ZPT1 Linear Drain

This drain offers complete flexibility. First, you choose from 
our curated grate styles. From there, it's pod ready. Thanks 
to its low profile and drop-in outlet technology, the ZPT1 
linear drain makes it easy to go from offsite to onsite. 

The ZPT1 is the shallowest sanitary drain on the 
market. It features an anti-ponding V-shaped channel 
and industry-grade stainless steel construction.

-LS Slotted Grate

Trending in the Industry

The modular, flexible design eliminates transportation 
challenges and rework, while the patented outlet 
technology easily drops in and secures into place. 

Low Profile

The low-profile design meets the challenges 
of thin floor construction and prefab 
prerequisites, yet accommodates changes after 
installation, saving you material costs. 

Adaptable

The 12" no-hub extended barrel clears 8" or less in 
structural slab thickness. You can choose your grate 
style beforehand, and you won't need additional 
supplies or adapters to tie into the sanitary system.

-BW Basket Weave Grate -DB Decorative Block Grate -SG Serenity Grate -WG Wave Grate

POD Pro Drainage Solutions 

Our patented POD Pro drainage solutions keep pace with your prefabricated project demands, 
while satisfying your design goals.

Prefab Ready.  
Reliable Performance. 

ZPTSP 
Barrier Trap Seal

ZPT1 
Linear Drain

ZPD1 
Floor Drain
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POD Pro Drainage Solutions  

ZPTSP POD Pro Barrier Trap Seal 

The ZPTSP barrier trap seal is inserted easily into shallow 
floor drains and trench drains and can be removed with 
ease for cleaning. It’s compatible with the ZPT1 and 
ZPD1 POD Pro drains, making them prefab ready.

• Available in 2" and 3" outlet sizes 

• Helps prevent harmful gases and odors  
from emitting up through the drain

• Prevents insects from entering the property

• ASSE, ICC and IAPMO approved 

ZPD1 Floor Drain

Easily install the ZPD1 floor drain into construction applications 
where thin flooring designs and drain outlet protrusions 
cause transportation issues and installation constraints. The 
drain saves installation time and reduces the risk of rework 
on the jobsite. It offers the same labor-saving installation 
that contractors have come to expect from Zurn products.

Low Profile Design

The ZPD1 can fit within a 7/8" floor design, making it 
a perfect solution for post-tension slab applications 
and modular construction applications.

Peace of Mind

The patented drop-in outlet provides modular 
manufacturers with the confidence they need  
to install a floor drain without the risk of rework. 

Adaptable

The 12" no-hub extended barrel provides 
enough clearance to easily surpass most 
structural slab thicknesses without requiring 
additional supplies to attach the drain to the 
sanitary system, saving time and money.

Visit zurn.com to learn more.
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Shown: ZPTSP installed 
in a ZPD1 Floor Drain
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